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Setting Up Bows For The
S

hooting indoor archery is supposed to be simpler than
shooting other archery games.
You don’t have to worry about wind,
shade, bright sunlight, uphill or
downhill. You have only to concentrate on shooting form and a target
at 20 yards. Your single objective is to
achieve maximum accuracy under
ideal conditions on consecutive
shots for as long as the round lasts.
But that’s the big problem; you have
to deal with yourself and your
human failings on a shot-to-shot
basis right in front of all the other
shooters present.
If you hope to shoot perfect
scores at a major indoor tournament
you must first build sound mechanics in your shooting form. Then, and
only then, can a shooter take advan-

tage of a bow that will repeat its performance shot after shot after shot.
I’ve described and illustrated, in
detail, classic “back tension” shooting form in several earlier issues of
Arrow Trade and in my book ”Core
Archery” (published by Target
Communications Corp. in 2004).
That should be recommended reading for all of your customers before
they get to equipment issues.
To take advantage of good form
when shooting indoor archery you
need reliable bows and accessories
setup to “repeat” precisely and
reward the archer for his or her performance. The process you need for
choosing and setting up an indoor
bow is outlined in this article. So, Mr.
or Ms. Dealer, keep this handy, show
it to your customers, add the impor-

Building good form is a must if you're
going to get the most out of your bow
building and bow tuning. Correct and efficient upright posture and full-draw-position, as shown by my student Austin, is the
starting point for a good indoor season.

About Bohning Blazer and Mini Blazer Vanes
In the recent September issue of Arrow Trade I failed
to include the innovative Bohning Blazer vanes. I did
include an incorrect statement about the Mini-Blazer. So
here is the correct scoop about this great product from
my long-term friends at Bohning. Please accept my
apologies and this correction.
BLAZER BROADHEAD VANES: This 2 inch vane is
everything the advertising says it is! You, as I am, will be
impressed with its ability to accurately guide a broadhead, any broadhead. The slightly higher profile, 17/32”
along with the leading straight-edge, increased stiffness
and textured surface give this vane the ability to create
the air resistance and steering ability (I’ve shot them
from 80 yards) of the longer 4 and 5 inch vanes. It groups
broadheads as well as any 4 or 5 inch vane combination
I’ve ever used. And it passes through targets with no
wrinkling or disfiguration just like the Bohning X-Vanes
I’ve been using on my target arrows. As with any vane or
feather I recommend installing them with a helical
fletching clamp to get the very best results.
MINI-BLAZER VANES: The Mini is 1.5” long, uses the
same stiffness, leading edge design and textured surface
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of the big Blazer to provide steering for any mechanical
broadhead. They shoot as accurate as any vane I’ve used
for target or field arrows. And they take a beatin’ and
keep on shootin’.
Larry Wise
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By Larry Wise

Serious Indoor Archer
reviewed with your coach is
extremely valuable in keeping your
form on the winning track. Taking
pictures of yourself is helpful but
assistance from a coach is the best.

THE INDOOR BOW

I prefer my indoor bows to be longer than forty inches. I also like a center-grip handle
so the pressure point of my hand on the riser is in the middle yielding more stability.

tant things you’ve found that I’ve
missed and your shop or lanes will
experience a higher success rate
with indoor archery.
And another thing, stress the fact

that even the best shooters need
coaching. In fact, I wish I had it more
often. A good coach sees things that
the shooter can’t! Videotape or digital pictures of a practice session

A straight or deflexed riser design, in my opinion, adds stability also. With the pressure
point of your hand in-line with or beyond the limb-fulcrum line, as shown on this Hoyt
ProTec, your bow hand will be pulling the fulcrum points away from the bowstring.

I like my indoor bow to be at
least 40 inches long (I remember
when they were 46 inches long) have
a smooth draw stroke and a smooth
power stroke. It should be obvious
that speed is not a concern for
shooting a still target at 20 yards so
short, fast bows aren’t necessary (but
you can still use them.). The longer
axle-to-axle distance on a bow has a
greater string angle at the nocking
point and allows the peep to be closer to your eye, and that is something
I like.
To achieve the best aiming stability you should equip your indoor
archers with deflex or straight handle bows. This design feature allows
the grip in the handle to be forward
of (closer to the target) or in-line
with the limb fulcrum points so that
your bow hand is pulling the limbrocker fulcrum points toward the
target instead of pushing them as is
the case for a reflex handle.
The grip location should be in
the vertical center of the handle.
Many short handles have grips
below center in order to create a 6 to
7 inch high sight window. These handles shoot fine but are a little top
heavy and must be stabilized properly to get the best balance for accuracy. The center grip handle is well
balanced between the top and bottom and is easy to stabilize with a
single front stabilizer and maybe a
small weight on the one side to
counter-balance the bow sight.
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Not many companies are making pure round wheels anymore
either but they really are great for
shooting indoor archery. Many manufacturers have some kind of energy
wheel that will work well. Hard cams
make maintaining correct body
position during the draw stroke
more difficult and that’s what needs
to be practiced at 20 yards. Again,
this is where you as a dealer must
speak for form before speed and
encourage your indoor archers to
use equipment that will help them
establish and develop good shooting
form.

STRING MATERIAL
Most good indoor shooters are
using string materials like BCY
Dynaflight and 452X or Brownell’s D75 for their bow strings these days.
These materials have low stretch
characteristics and high durability,
which makes them perform consistently. They are also faster but don’t
let that be your guide to selecting
string material. The bottom line to
everything we do in bow tuning and
bow building for indoor archery is
the group in the target. Try different
string materials until you get the
best and most consistent groups.
Not only must you get the string
material working consistently but
you must also get the nock-fit right.
You must help your shooters get the

Using string material that is consistent and durable is important for all of your archery
shooting and not just indoor archery. Using the right size serving to get the correct fit
between nock and string is also important. The nock should snap onto the string but still
slide up and down the serving with an easy push with finger and thumb.

string and serving combination that
fits their nocks properly so that the
nock snaps on but returns to its original shape and slides up and down
the string with a little push. The nock
is too loose if it slides freely on the
string and too tight if the nock “ears”
remain spread apart after it snaps
on.
I find that 22 strands of 452X
with #18 or #20 center serving fits the

The three-track wheel system for twin cam bows is a great to way to eliminate the
torque between the cables and cable guard. The dual cables attached to each cam
divides the force equally on either side of the axle, eliminates the need for a cable guard
and allows the shooter to aim without fighting that torque at full draw.
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Bohning Signature, Easton Super
and G (.098”) nocks just right.
Building your own strings is a real
bonus when it comes to getting the
right nock fit; if it’s not right you can
change the serving diameter or
add/subtract some strands to a
remake. The nock-fit has to be right
so this work is required.

THREE-TRACK CAMS
A very prominent design feature
you’ll see these days is the threetrack cam system. This design for
twin cams allows for a dual cable
system to be attached, one cable on
either side of each wheel. That
means you’ll have four cables to
work with but the benefit is no cable
guard torque because the cable
guard is removed from the bow.
Aiming with this system is considerably easier and the response of the
bow at the release is straight toward
the target - - a real nice feeling when
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DRAW LENGTH:

er’s full-draw position determines
the draw length he or she needs from
the bow. So, how do you know when
its right? The standard I always use
and recommend is simple; the
archer is in proper full-draw position
when his or her drawing forearm is
directly behind the arrow. The drawing arm must be an extension of the
arrow to ensure the proper shoulder
and shoulder blade position. If not
then the body will not perform as
consistently or accurately as it could.
Drawing short may feel good for
a few days or a few weeks but eventually the added arm muscle tension
needed to shoot a short-draw bow
will take its toll on performance. The
same is true for shooting a bow that
is too long. For the best long-term
results, get the body position correct
first and then make the draw length
fit the shooter.

Getting the draw length is the
first big step in bow tuning. So when
is it right? That’s the subject of next
month’s article (it’s that important)
so for now I’ll mention that a shoot-

A very important part of indoor
archery is the visual image you have
of the target. It must be clear, magni-

The right sight picture is important for indoor archery. Choosing the magnification that
shows enough of the target, but not too much, and having the best aiming reticle for
your eye is essential for a relaxed view of the target. I prefer the circle in my scope and
the 3/64" peep aperture.

shooting indoor archery or any other
kind, for that matter. If you carry
Martin target bows, you’ll be familiar
with the Nitrous X twin cams that
many Martin fans compete with.

THE SIGHT PICTURE
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fied enough to show aiming stability
and the proper amount of the target.
If any of these attributes is missing
you won’t see the target well enough
to get comfortable and consistent.
Clarity comes from choosing a
quality scope lens with a 6 or 7power lens. What I recommend is the
lens magnification that shows the
red and gold of the 40 cm indoor target or blue and white rings on the
NFAA five-spot target. If all you see is
the gold you have too much magnification and you’ll see too much of
your movement, get over anxious
and over stressed about aiming; it
interrupts your comfort zone. If your
lens magnifies too little you won’t be
demanding enough with your aiming.
Some archers like to use a power
peep to attain clarity but I have
found that this extra lens in the peep
sight allows less light to pass to your
eye and can be a disadvantage in
many low light conditions. Too many
people get to that big tournament
only to find they can’t see the target.
It’s best to prepare in bad lighting
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I'll test all of these arrows sizes at 40 yards this fall to find the one size that out-groups
the others. I'll test some others as I get a chance to do so. By January I'll be shooting the
size and point-weight that groups the best at 40 yards. That's the best way I know to get
arrows that hit the same hole end after end at 20 yards.

when setting up your scope and
peep combination. Get it right for
low light and you’ll be prepared for
any tournament situation.
A
second
pitfall
archers
encounter is choosing a peep that is
too small. Again, this reduces the
amount of light coming through
the sight system and makes it difficult to see in low light. For that reason, I never use the smallest peep
available. I recommend the next
larger size, 3/64 inch. That size,
combined with the magnification
and anti-glare coating on the
scope, provides the clarity you
need for indoor archery.
The reticle choice is always a
simple one for me, the circle. I’ve
tried the dot and others but my eye
naturally centers the circle inside
the gold so I recommend it to
everyone. Make the circle large
enough to fit the middle of the nine
ring. You can still see through it to
the target center but can also see
any drift toward the red in any
direction. I never aim at the tenring, I’m looking through my aim-

ing ring to the gold and it centers
itself. I think it’s important to be
looking at the point you want to hit
and not at something else. Your follow-through will be directed toward
the point of your vision focus so
focus on the “X” or middle of the
spot.

ARROW SELECTION
Many think that choosing arrows
for indoors is easy, just think big so
there is a larger diameter to cut that
scoring line! But be careful recommending the biggest shaft available
because no shaft can help you score
more points if it doesn’t group well;
big shafts miss big when they aren’t
flying well.
I used to shoot my best scores
with 1816 XX75 aluminum arrows,
round wheels, Dacron string and
wire cables but with today’s equipment I’ve had to change shafts. I still
use the same rule for selecting the
best shaft for 20 yards . . . . . shoot all
the arrows I own at 40 yards, the
arrow size that groups the best is the
size I use at 20 yards.
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A picture frame covered with a piece of
newspaper is a great way to gather information about how your arrow is leaving
the bow. Several holes near the bottom of
this paper show nock-high flight. The one
slightly above them and to the right is
from my hunting bow and looks close to a
perfect bullet hole. Perfect is not always
possible so I look for a slight nock-high
tear with crisp vane slices through the
paper.

Select arrows by grouping ability
and not by size!
Any mid range distance will do
as long as you recommend testing
for groups at a distance longer than
20 yards. Tell your indoor shooters to
test several sizes to find what size
makes the best groups and if that’s

2014 aluminum or a .288” diameter
carbon they should be using it. My
2413 XX75s out-group all my other
aluminum shafts and my Phantom
carbon shafts do even better than
that so I use the carbons indoors.
Remember, lots of good shots won’t
win indoor tournaments; everyone
else is doing that. It’s those rough
shots that still hit the ten-ring that
make the difference.
Fletching size is not that critical.
I’ve used 1.75 or 2 inch vanes for
most of my good scores. Three, four
or five-inch feathers work well also
but you must still test from an intermediate distance to find what
groups the best.
If you have archers participating
in NAA or FITA indoor tournaments
then the largest arrow size allowed is
the 2315 aluminum, 93 mm diameter or approximately .366 inch. To
take best advantage of this rule and
the 2315 many test a wide variety of
point weights to get the best groups.
Test point weights from 100 to 200
grains to find the best grouping combination. Again,
test them at 40
yards and if they
group
there
they will group
at 20 yards.

REST SELECTION
If you recommend paper testing
to your indoor shooters be sure not
to frustrate them by insisting they
shoot perfect holes, since that’s not
always possible. Some arrow types
and some arrow rests won’t always
give that “bullet” hole. I look for a
hole that is not more than ½ inch
high or high-left with clean, crisp
vane slices. If the vane slices aren’t
clean then the arrow is not stabile
when passing through the paper and
some adjustments are needed on the
arrow size, point weight or to the
arrow rest.
Arrow rest selection is quite simple for indoor archery. At the most
recent Lancaster Archery Indoor
Classic I counted arrow rests on the
top Professional line. Of the top
forty-eight shooters only five were
not using a launcher style arrow rest.
Four were using a drop-away style
and one was using a springy. With
this information I am safe in recommending a launcher rest.

Many arrow rest manufacturers make launcher style rests.
Some are spring loaded others are fixed position. I recommend
testing with a .010" thick launcher then a .012" launcher.
Length and width also make a difference in their stiffness so tell
your customers to test several to find which one gives the most
consistent results in the target.
Circle 67 on Response Card
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Keep it simple and start with a
.010 inch thick launcher tilted at
about 30 to 35 degrees from horizontal and nocking point set at ¼ inch
above level. Try a .012 inch launcher
next, compare groups and use the
one that gets the best results.
Further tuning may be needed
with the nocking point location.
Raising and lowering the nock point
and testing for groups are recommended. Your shooters can do this
from 20 yards or from 40 and find
what is most reliable for them. I
especially like to do this while shooting scoring rounds at 20 yards, compare scores and then make a determination for my final setting.
What I always look for in my
indoor setup is getting those lessthan-perfect shots to go in the middle. Some arrow-rest combinations
help you and some don’t. Trying
different combinations is the only
way to find the most “forgiving”
setup.

“D” LOOP INSTALLATION
How you attach the “D” loop to
the bowstring is a big part of bow
tuning. There are at least six ways to
prepare the loop on the string:
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1) Loop
directly above
and below the
nock.
2) Nockpoint locators
above
and
below
the
nock and the
loop outside
of the locaThere are six different ways to attach a loop to the bowstring. Here
tors.
are
four of them. On the left is string prepared for a loop attached to a
3) A single
release
aid. Next, is a loop tied completely below the arrow nock follocator above
lowed
by
a loop tied above and below nock locators. On the right is a
the nock with
loop tied directly above and below the arrow nock. All of these may
loop
above
need to be tested to find which groups best on a given bow setup.
the
locator
and under the
FINE TUNING DRAW LENGTH
nock.
A coach or a retailer with coach4) A single locator below the
nock with the loop above the nock ing skills can get an archer into full
draw position visually. He can get the
and under the bottom locator.
5) A nock-locator above the nock shooter’s drawing forearm in line
with both loop-ends tied entirely with the arrow shaft but the shooter
must fine-tune that full-draw-posibelow the nock.
6) Nock-locators above and tion. To do this the shooter must
below the nock with the loop on the make fine adjustments to the bows
release aid attached below the bot- draw length by adding a twist or two
to cables and/or string. Recording
tom locator.
Testing all of these is the only these adjustments is a must; I’ve had
way to be sure which will yield the to return to previous settings too
best results in the target. I’ve shot many times to not keep good records
them all this year and I’m back to on what I’ve done. One twist on one
putting the loop cable can make the bow aim and
on my release group better so shooters have to
aid like I did 20 search thoroughly through different
years ago and draw length setting to get the “best”
getting the best setting.
groups I’ve had
FINE TUNING TIMING
for years. The
The same is true of wheel timing.
loop is convenient but win- Anyone shooting a compound bow
ners have the needs to be concerned about wheel
highest
score timing. Yep, you read it correctly.
and your shoot- Every one needs to test different
ers must do wheel timing to get the best from
what ever it their bow. Single cam, twin cam and
takes with their hybrid cam bows have “sweet spots”
equipment to when it comes to wheel rollover.
With single cam bows you find
get those scores.
the sweet spot when you adjust the

Circle 185 on Response Card
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Some single cams have guide marks for establishing optimum
rotation position. Above, you can see a mark on either side of
the wheel just under the straight edge. The line between them
should be parallel to the bowstring before the bow is drawn.
Most hybrid or asymmetric cam systems like these on a
McPherson bow (right) have timing marks on both cams. These
act as guides to show the archer the approximate rotation position of each cam. Most manufacturers recommend setting the
two cams near the same mark on top and bottom.

draw length. That’s when you get the
wheel, string and cable system working at its best. Most single cams have
guide marks on the cam to help you
get the wheel rotated to perform at
its very best. From there you adjust
the “D” loop to make further
changes to the draw length.
Hybrid cams have two different
cables, a power cable and a control
cable. The power cable attaches the
bottom wheel to the top axle while
the control cable, often called a
“slave” cable, attaches the top wheel
cable track to the bottom wheel
cable track. This slave cable reels
cable off of the top cable track while
at the bottom it reels onto a cable
track joining the top and bottom
wheels together in their function

and timing. The control cable
ensures that the wheels work together and not independently. For that
reason they need to be adjusted for
timing to get the very best results.
As I do with draw length I keep a
log of the twists I add or subtract
from the control cable and the power
cable. I also record how the bow
aims and groups as I make these
adjustments in case I have to return
to a group of settings that worked
better than the most recent setting
I’m using.
Yep, these adjustments take time
and patience. But remember, most
all indoor shooters are shooting lots
of good shots and its those few rough
ones that go in that make the difference. Once again, hard work has its
rewards!

CHOOSING A RELEASE AID

Keeping good but simple notes is important for saving time while bow tuning.
With notes your customers won't waste
time on an experimental setting already
tried and eliminated as not acceptable.

You know what I’m going to say
here. Train with a back tension
release aid! Every week! All year long!
Use whatever you want to in a tournament or for league scores but at
the very minimum, train three times
every week with a back tension
release aid. Learn to use your body
correctly with it and you’ll get long
term consistency and minimize the
“slumps” that come to everyone if
they shoot for very long.
Beyond that, recommend the
release aid that allows the archer to
keep a relaxed and straight release

wrist. A straight wrist is the prerequisite to a relaxed forearm. Reducing
tension in the drawing arm leads to
more consistency and that begins
with the release hand and wrist.

CONCLUSION
I’m sure you have your favorite
techniques to recommend to your
shooters but don’t get stuck in a rut
and miss the boat on an adjustment
that might get your shooters to that
perfect score. Advise your shooters
to keep their bow systems as simple
as possible so they can focus on
form.
Too many people today have
what I call “The McDonalds
Syndrome”...I want it now! Good
indoor archery takes time to develop
so help your shooters be patient
while they are working on their
equipment and form.
Shoot straight, keep well
Larry Wise
Editor's Note: Larry Wise's latest
book, "Core Archery" details correct
form in a step-by-step format,
defines back tension and how to execute it, and presents a plan for the
high performance mental game. It is
available from Larry for $11.95 + $2
postage though his web site
wwww.larrywise.com, or by phone at
1-877-Go4-XXXs. It is also available
from Target Communications, 7626
W. Donges Bay Road, Mequon, WI
53079.
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